The antibody repertoire of Bos taurus is characterized by a subset of variable heavy (VH) chain regions with ultralong third complementarity determining regions (CDR3) which, compared to other species, can provide a potent response to challenging antigens like HIV env. These unusual CDR3 can range to over seventy highly diverse amino acids in length and form unique β-ribbon 'stalk' and disulfide bonded 'knob' structures, far from the typical antigen binding site. The genetic components and processes for forming these unusual cattle antibody VH CDR3 are not well understood. Here we analyze sequences of Bos taurus antibody VH domains and find that the subset with ultralong CDR3 exclusively uses a single variable gene, IGHV1-7 (VHBUL) rearranged to the longest diversity gene, IGHD8-2. An eight nucleotide duplication at the 3′ end of IGHV1-7 encodes a longer V-region producing an extended F β-strand that contributes to the stalk in a rearranged CDR3. A low amino acid variability was observed in CDR1 and CDR2, suggesting that antigen binding for this subset most likely only depends on the CDR3. Importantly a novel, potentially AID mediated, deletional diversification mechanism of the B. taurus VH ultralong CDR3 knob was discovered, in which interior codons of the IGHD8-2 region are removed while maintaining integral structural components of the knob and descending strand of the stalk in place. These deletions serve to further diversify cysteine positions, and thus disulfide bonded loops. Hence, both germline and somatic genetic factors and processes appear to be involved in diversification of this structurally unusual cattle VH ultralong CDR3 repertoire.
INTRODUCTION
Antibodies are the primary molecules responsible for eliminating invading foreign pathogens in vertebrates. Cows are unusual in producing antibodies with exceptionally long VH CDR3, with such antibodies having a unique ability among vertebrates to bind and neutralize the HIV spike protein Env. In fact, compared to other species, cows are able to mount a particularly rapid and broadly neutralizing serum response against HIV. 1 Therefore the genetic factors driving formation of ultralong CDR3 is important in understanding the basis for optimal host-pathogen interactions which has broad implications in vaccine and therapeutic design.
Lymphocyte antigen receptors represent a unique paradigm for the creation of genetic and structural diversity. The antigen receptors of jawed vertebrates are comprised of a diverse repertoire of immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies and T cell receptors (TR), which through combinatorial and junctional V-(D)-J diversity, and for IG, somatic hypermutation, enables the generation of specific antigen receptors that bind to an enormous array of antigenic epitopes. [2] [3] [4] However, despite the extensive variability in the antibody system, genetic and structural constraints on diversity exist, which could impact the diversity of paratopes that may be present in the repertoire. For example, the heavy chain variable domain complementarity 1 determining region 3 (VH CDR3), which often provides significant contact with the antigen, is on average 13 amino acids in length and forms a loop constrained by the two β-strands 'F' and 'G' of the immunoglobulin scaffold. 5 Additionally, a positively charged amino acid (usually arginine R or lysine K) of the V-REGION (at IMGT position 106, near the N-terminal portion of the VH CDR3 loop) nearly always forms a salt bridge with a negatively charged amino acid (aspartic acid D or glutamic acid E) of the J-REGION (at IMGT position 116, near the C-terminal portion of the VH CDR3 loop). 6 Additionally, while the other two CDR loops of the VH and the three CDR loops of the light chain variable domain (VL) can be diverse in their sequences, they too are structurally constrained by length and amino acid sequence. 7, 8 Furthermore, restrictions on heavy chain/light chain pairing could potentially limit the paratope of an antibody. In this regard, most protein binding antibodies form a combining site that has a relatively flat or undulating interacting surface, as opposed to alternative paratopes that may have a different shape (for example, concave or protruding).
The ability to 'break through' these structural constraints to generate alternative antibody paratopes may enable binding to different classes of epitopes than the typical antibody repertoire. Indeed, sharks, camels and cows have evolved unusual structural features compared to typical vertebrate antibodies. [9] [10] [11] Cartilaginous fish and camelids have subsets of antibodies devoid of light chains and thus contain only three CDR (instead of six), with a much smaller paratope (reviewed in de los Rios et al. 12 ). This antibody structure has been used to bind recessed epitopes such as those in G-protein coupled receptors and enzymatic active sites. 13 Cows, however, contain a subset of antibodies with exceptionally long VH CDR3, which can reach lengths of over seventy amino acids. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The VH CDR3 of these cow antibodies form a disulfide bonded 'knob' that sits atop a β-ribbon 'stalk' enabling the CDR3 structure to protrude far from the antibody surface. 18, 19 Understanding the genetic basis underlying the ability of cow ultralong VH CDR3 antibodies to innovate beyond the structural constraints of a typical antibody could lead to insights into vertebrate antibody evolution, provide further understanding of host-pathogen interactions (like broadly neutralizing HIV antibodies), and open new design space in immunotherapeutic engineering.
The genetic system encoding antigen receptors has two key and potentially opposing purposes: it must allow generation of a diverse repertoire, but in contrast must also ensure the structural integrity of each molecule. Thus, a system that allows complete randomness of amino acid content at each position may allow for maximal diversity, however, the vast majority of these molecules would be non-functional as they would not fold into a soluble protein structure. 20 Therefore, a protein scaffold is necessary, and in vertebrate antibodies is fulfilled by the immunoglobulin domain. 2 Diversity is achieved within loops constrained by strands in the β-sandwich fold. The VH CDR3 of cow antibodies is unusual owing to the dramatic extension of two β-strands of the V domain scaffold. Given the constraints in sequence content and size of typical antibody genes, these cow antibodies may represent an unusual paradigm for how genetic and structural diversity can be generated.
The variable domains of antibody heavy chains are encoded by one each of multiple variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) genes which undergo recombination at the DNA level to produce a 'naïve' antibody repertoire. 3, 21, 22 The process of V-(D)-J recombination, along with nucleotide deletions and insertions at the D-J, V-(D-J) or V-J joints, as well as the random pairing of heavy and light chains can produce an enormous repertoire of antibody molecules. 2, 3, 21 Humans, for example, have 36-49 functional IGHV germline genes belonging to seven subgroups which can recombine with any of the functional 23 IGHD and 6 IGHJ genes. 3, 23, 24 Thus, the germline variability comprising multiple V, D, and J genes is a defining characteristic that enables combinatorial repertoire formation.
The major surface for contacting antigen is predominantly comprised of the CDR3 of the VH and VL, which is encoded by the V-D-J and V-J junctions, respectively. In contrast, the CDR1 and CDR2 of the VH and VL are encoded by the V genes only. The diversity of the VH and VL is increased by somatic hypermutations (SHM) which result from activation induced cytidine deaminase (AICDA, AID) activity. Following antigen binding, amino acid changes are selected and enable higher affinity binding. [25] [26] [27] Unlike humans and mice, cows have few IGHV genes, with only twelve V genes predicted to be functional which all belong to the same IGHV1 subgroup (homologous to the Ovis aries IGHV1) and share greater than 90% identity to one another. 28 Thus, compared to humans, cows have a significantly limited V gene repertoire. However, ruminant immune systems appear to utilize an innovative mechanism to expand this limited repertoire, whereby naïve B cells undergo AID mediated somatic hypermutation in the periphery. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Deep sequence analysis revealed the bovine ultralong VH CDR3 to be highly diverse and contain several cysteines that were most frequently present in even numbers, suggesting that they formed disulfide bonds. 19 Indeed, crystal structures of five bovine antibodies that had unrelated ultralong VH CDR3 sequences showed that they all had an unusual protruding β-ribbon 'stalk' and a 'knob' that had different disulfide bonding patterns. Whereas the sequences of the VH CDR3 were highly divergent, and the structures differed in their loop patterns and surface charge, these antibodies shared the stalk and knob structural features. The binding of antibody H12, the only published ultralong CDR3 antibody with a clearly defined antigen, was dependent on specific amino acids in the knob, and removal of the knob resulted in complete loss of antigen binding. 19 Taken together, these results suggest that bovine antibodies with ultralong CDR3 may contact antigen through the disulfide-bonded knob, and that the remaining CDR are only used for structural support.
The formation of bovine ultralong VH CDR3 appears to result from utilization of a germline VHBUL gene (Bos taurus IGHV1-7 of IMGT nomenclature, which will be used), which was identified as encoding several of the published VH sequences with ultralong CDR3, 15, 19 and which encodes a portion of the ascending strand of the β-ribbon stalk. The rearrangement of the functional IGHV1-7 gene to the IGHD8-2 gene (previously referred to as DH2 37, 38 ) with an unusually long region, produces an ultralong CDR3 of at least fifty amino acids, including the descending strand of the stalk. 28 The long IGHD8-2 gene features a high concentration of AID hotspots, nucleotide motifs generally associated with a higher rate of AID mutation activity. 39 Of considerable interest, over 80% of the codons of IGHD8-2 may be mutated to a cysteine with a single base change, with many of these codons lying in hotspots. This results in a higher likelihood of any given amino acid being mutated to a cysteine. The base of the stalk region, which is encoded at the V-D and D-J junctions, is divergent from the typical features of an antibody in this region; it cannot establish the classical salt bridge which usually stabilizes the VH CDR3 loop. 6 Thus, an emergent feature of the ultralong VH CDR3 could be the ability to encode key amino acids initiating the ascending β-strand and breaking the constraint imposed by the conserved salt bridge at the base of VH CDR3.
Here we investigated the genetic basis by which cow ultralong VH CDR3 defy the structural constraints of a typical antibody V domain structure. We find that the IGHV1-7 region is utilized in nearly all ultralong VH CDR3 antibodies, and the key evolutionary driver forming IGHV1-7 appears to be a short nucleotide duplication that alters the protein coding region and enables an extended F β-strand at the amino terminus of VH CDR3 to be encoded in the germline. Genetic diversity is less extensive in this IGHV1-7 variable region, suggesting that its use in ultralong VH CDR3 antibodies primarily relates to its ability to stabilize their unusual structure. Furthermore, we describe a deletion activity that is suggestive of a novel AID diversification mechanism that further diversifies ultralong VH CDR3 by altering their length and cysteine positions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Collection of blood samples, isolation of PBMC, RNA and synthesis of 5′ RACE libraries Tissue-blood, Peyer's patch, spleen, and bone marrow-were derived from two adult cows housed at Texas A&M University Veterinary Medical Park under approved Animal Use Protocol 2015-0078. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated from blood with lymphocyte separation media (Mediatech Inc, Tewksbury, MA, USA) and total RNA extraction was performed on the isolated PBMC with the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen Valencia, CA, USA) as previously described. 40 Isolated RNA was used as the template for synthesis of 5′ RACE libraries with the GeneRacer kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) performed as previously described. 41 An equal mix of oligoDT and random hexamer primers was used to prime the reaction.
Initial amplification of IGHV1-7 rearranged transcripts PCR amplification was performed on cDNA with primers designed to target the unique IGHV1-7 and the CH1 region of IGHM and IGHG (Supplementary Table 1 ) and cloned as previously described. 42 Briefly, the resulting product was visualized and extracted from an agarose gel using the PureLink Gel Extraction Kit (Life Technologies Carlsbad, CA, USA). This PCR product was ligated into the pCRII plasmid using the TOPO-TA Cloning Kit (Invitrogen) and cloned into E. coli TOP10 cells (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Transformed cells were plated on LB plates containing carbenicillin for plasmid selection and X-gal for colony differentiation. White colonies containing plasmid and insert were selected and grown in 3 ml LB broth containing ampicillin for 16 h. Plasmids were isolated using the Zyppy Plasmid Miniprep Kit (ZYMO Irvine, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Plasmid inserts were freed with EcoRI (NEB, Ipswitch MA, USA) and resolved on an agarose gel. The BigDye terminator with M13 primers and BigDYE Xterminator (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA) were used for generation of sequencing products and cleanup respectively. Sanger sequencing reactions were resolved by the Gene Technologies Laboratory at Texas A&M University.
Amplification of IGH transcripts and PacBio Deep sequencing
The cDNA template produced in the 5′ RACE libraries was used as a template for PCR using the Phusion high-fidelity polymerase (NEB, Ipswitch, MA, USA), with the barcoded primers in Supplementary Table 1 . The PCR protocol was performed in two steps with an initial denaturation of 2 min at 95°C, cycles of 95°C for 15 s followed by an annealing/ extension of 1 min at 72°C, and a final step of 5 min at 72°C. Products of 450-650 bp were visualized on an agarose gel and extracted. Pooled samples were sent to the Duke University Center for Genomic and Computational Biology core center for PacBio library preparation and sequencing. Circular consensus sequences (CCS), sequences in which the PacBio polymerase circled the insert at least three times, were returned in fastq format. The resulting fastq files were imported into Geneious V9 (Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand) where the barcoded primers were used to demultiplex the samples. Finally the sequences were quality filtered (Q420) and homopolymer runs were corrected using the ACACIA program. 43 The cattle IGHM and IGHG sequences were visualized and aligned in the Geneious software suite.
Identification of IGH genes
The V, D and J gene use of each sequence was determined using a custom BLAST database composed of all IGH genes in the KT723008 assembly of the bovine IGH locus on chromosome 21. 28 The V and J genes used were determined via BLASTn. BLASTn was selected in contrast to tBLAST or Protein BLAST as slight codon changes could result in improper identification, especially in the mutated VH. For IGHV identification, a smaller word size of seven for BLASTn, and utilization of bit score, in lieu of percent identity, was used for gene calling.
Shannon entropy and mutation analysis and statistical testing
Shannon entropy values were determined from amino acid alignments using the 'bio3d' package in the R software suite version 3.1.1. 44, 45 The resulting data was graphed in R using the 'ggplot2' package. 46 Mutation analysis was performed on nucleotide alignments using the Geneious SNP analysis tool. Statistically significant differences of the VH CDR3 lengths were determined via ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey HSD test in R.
RESULTS

IGHV1-7 (VHBUL) Contains an internal duplication extending the germline CDR3
To understand the genetic underpinnings of ultralong VH CDR3 formation we analyzed the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus of B. taurus. The most recent assembly of the cow genome confirmed that in the IGH locus (accession KT723008) all functional IGHV genes belong to a single subgroup, IGHV1. 28 The germline IGHV1 genes are closely related sequences, owing to recent 'cassette-like' duplications in the locus, with 490% nucleotide identity between members, and slight differences in CDR1 and CDR2 at the amino acid level (Figure 1a) . However, there is a striking difference at the C-terminal end of IGHV1-7, which comprises a divergent motif immediately following the second Cys (2nd-CYS 104), and which defines the start of CDR3 (Figures 1a and b) . Bovine VH containing ultralong CDR3 were previously reported to use a single IGHV region (VHBUL or IGHV1-7) that is longer than typical IGHV regions from bovines as well as other mammals. 19 Inspection of the DNA sequence at the 3′ end of IGHV1-7 revealed an internal duplication of eight nucleotides (either TACTACTG or ACTACTGT) beginning at, or just after, the 3 rd position encoding the canonical 2nd-CYS 104 (Figure 1b) . The duplication, in addition to extending CDR3, results in a frameshift at the 3′ end of IGHV1-7 altering the traditional 'CA(R/K)' motif found at the C-terminus of other IGHV1 members (and conserved throughout most vertebrate IGHV regions). Importantly, the "CA(R/K)" often forms a salt bridge within CDR3 using the arginine R or lysine K 106 derived from the IGHV and the aspartic acid or glutamic acid 116 encoded by the IGHJ region 28, 47, 48 (Figure 1c) . Instead of this traditional motif, IGHV1-7 encodes a 'CTTVHQ' motif, which has been identified as a key feature of ultralong VH CDR3. 19 The 'CTTVHQ' motif is an integral component of the ascending portion of the β-ribbon stalk which supports a uniquely folded knob at the distal end of the CDR3 providing a novel antigen interface (Figure 1c) . 19 IGHV1-7 is preferentially used in ultralong VH CDR3 As IGHV1-7 encodes unusual features that may enable ultralong CDR3 formation, we surmised that it may be preferentially found in ultralong VH CDR3 sequences, as previously suggested. 19 To this end, we cloned the antibody VH repertoire of two cows. To negate IGHV bias, and allow a full repertoire scope, the forward primer targeted a ligated 5′ Gene Racer Oligo and was paired with a reverse primer hybridizing to IGHM and IGHG constant genes (Supplementary Table 1 ). Deep sequencing of the two animals yielded a combined 12 934 unique sequences (of a total of 13 030 sequences) and, as expected, all sequences originated from a member of the IGHV1 subgroup (the only subgroup of the three identified in cattle, with functional genes).
We analyzed the deep sequence VH repertoire data to determine the IGHV gene use as a function of CDR3 length (Figures 2a and b) . Of the 13 030 total sequences analyzed, the CDR3 average length was 25.56, however a bimodal distribution was recognized which corresponded to shorter and ultralong groups (Supplementary Figure 1) . Amongst the 12 010 shorter CDR3 sequences (91.8%), the mean length was 22.8 with a range from 5 to 38 amino acids. For the 895 sequences with ultralong CDR3 (6.85%; defined as equal to or greater than 40 AA by IMGT numbering standards 8 , which falls within the approximately 4-13% range previously reported 15, 28, 49 ) the mean length was 61.8 and the longest CDR3 was 72 AA. When the V gene usage of the ultralong transcripts was analyzed, a remarkable 97.2% of ultralong CDR3 encoding transcripts used IGVH1-7 ( Figure 2a) . Thus, ultralong VH CDR3 antibodies appear to have a severe bias towards use of this germline gene. The remaining 2.8% of ultralong CDR3 transcripts appeared to result from an IGHV1 gene other than IGHV1-7. This is much lower than the expected frequency (8.3%) if each IGHV region contributed equally to ultralong CDR3. This preferential use is reflected in the analysis of CDR3 length of all VH domains in which CDR3 length of IGHV1-7 containing transcripts is significantly longer than any other region, encoding an average of 55 ± 13 AA (Supplementary Figure 2) . Although nearly all ultralong CDR3 transcripts utilized IGHV1-7, this gene was found in shorter CDR3 as well (Figure 2b, Supplementary  Figure 3) ; 9.3% of IGHV1-7 transcripts encoded a shorter CDR3. Thus, IGHV1-7 is the only V gene used in ultralong sequences, but it can also be used in shorter CDR3. Interestingly, shorter CDR3 sequences also appear to have a strong bias for IGHV gene usage; IGHV1-10 was found in 72.7% of sequences with CDR3 o40 amino acids. Of note, two of the twelve potentially functional IGHV1 genes, IGHV1-25 and IGHV1-37, which have identical amino acid sequences ( Figure 1a) were not identified in any transcripts (Figure 2) , and may not be utilized in the repertoire.
A conserved feature of ultralong CDR3 is the CTTVHQ motif encoded by the 3′ end of IGHV1-7. All except one of the ultralong CDR3 sequences had an identifiable CTTVHQrelated motif. There were 15 sequences that had CTTVHQlike motifs that were identified as an IGHV1 gene other than IGHV1-7. It is likely that these sequences actually arose from IGHV1-7 and were misidentified because somatic mutations shifted the sequence enough such that the blast algorithm incorrectly identified them as a different IGHV1. In this regard, it is unlikely that an 8 bp insertion would have occurred somatically in these non-IGHV1-7 regions. Additionally, 82 sequences were identified as IGHV1-7 although they did not have an identifiable CTTVHQ-like motif. This could be due to IGHV1-7  QVQLRESGPSLVKPSQTLSLTCTVS GFSLSDKA VGWVRQAPGKALEWLGG IDTGGST GYNPGLKSRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSVSSVTTEDSATYYC TTVHQ  IGHV1-10  QVQLRESGPSLVKPSQTLSLTCTVS GFSLSSYG VGWVRQAPGKALECLGG ISSGGST GYNPALKYRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSVSSVTTEDTATYYC AK  IGHV1-14  QVQLRESGPSLVKPSQTLSLTCTVS GFSLSDNS VGWVRQAPGKALEWLGV IYSGGST GYNPALKSRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSLSSVTTEDTATYYC AR  IGHV1-17  QVQLRESGPSLVKPSQTLSLTCTVS GFSLSSYA VSWVRQAPGKALEWLGD ISSGGST GYNPALKSRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSVSSVTPEDTATYYC AK  IGHV1-20  QVQLRESGPSLVKPSQTLSLTCTVS GFSLSSYA VGWVRQAPGKALEWLGG ISSGGST YYNPALKSRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSVSSVTPEDTATYYC AK  IGHV1-21/IGHV1-33  QVQLRESGPSLVKPSQTLSLTCTIS GFSLSSYA VGWVRQAPGKALEWVGG ISSGGST CLNPALKSRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSVSSVTTEDTATYYC AK  IGHV1-25/IGHV1-37  QVQLQESGPSLVKTSQTLSLTCTAS GLSLTRYG IHWVRQAPGKALEWLGD ISSGGST GYNPGLKSRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSLSSLTPEDSATYYC AR  IGHV1-27  QVQLRESGPSLVKPSQTLSLTCTVS GFSLSSNG VGWVRQAPGKALEWVGG IDNDGDT YYNPALKSRLSITKDNSKSQVSLSVSSVTPEDTATYYC AK  IGHV1- somatic hypermutation or exonuclease activity removing the CTTVHQ-like motif during V to D-J recombination.
V-RS
Deletions diversify ultralong VH CDR3
During the development of an immune response, exposure of IG expressed at the B cell surface to antigen typically results in selection of AID driven SHM and B-cell clonal proliferation, the driving force behind affinity maturation, as well as class switch recombination (CSR) of the CH domains resulting in distinct effector functions of the antibody. Within the ultralong CDR3 subset, deep sequencing unveiled novel deletion events within the IGHD8-2 region in which interior nucleotides are regularly removed, however leave the regions encoding the structurally relevant CPDG turn motif at the initiation of the 'knob' and the alternating aromatic amino acids (YxYxY) of the descending stalk untouched 19, 28 (Figure 3a) . Surprisingly, a total of 426 out of the 894 ultralong sequences (47.6%) had inframe nucleotide deletions. The deletions (colored lines in Figure 3a , red in Supplementary Figure 3a) range from 1 to 18 interior codons (Figures 3a-d ) and retain the aforementioned motifs with high sequence homology to the 5′ and 3′ end of the germline IGHD8-2 (Figures 3a and b) . Remarkably, deletions surpassing five consecutive codons were observed in 20% of ultralong CDR3 encoding transcripts. Additionally, codon deletions of greater than ten codons were observed in 5.7% of ultralong CDR3 transcripts. Deletion events were largely constrained to the IGHD8-2 region encoding CDR3, as only one deletion was discovered outside of CDR3 and consisted of a 6 bp deletion within CDR2. The positions of the deletions were variable, however the internal portion of IGHD8-2 had a higher frequency of deletions, consistent with the 5′ and 3′ ends of IGHD8-2 being used to encode conserved motifs such as CPDG turn at the 5′ end and alternating aromatic amino acids YxYxY at the 3′ end (Figures 3a and b) . The unheralded length of IGHD8-2 and the vast number of AID hotspot motifs (RGYW/WRCY) it contains give it similarities to the switch regions targeted by AID for CSR. 39, 50 During CSR requisite cytokine signals open the constant region of the IGH locus allowing AID access to switch regions to catalyze double strand DNA breaks. 50 In this regard, 96.9% of the deletions overlapped an AID hotspot (Figures 3a and b) . The CDR3 sequences with in-frame deletions had slightly altered cysteine content, as may be expected with shorter sequences. Of the sequences with full length IGHD8-2, 18 had 10 cysteines, whereas of the sequences with deletions only two had 10 cysteines. On the other end of the spectrum, 25 sequences with deletions had two cysteines, whereas of the sequences with full length IGHD8-2, only two had two cysteines (Figure 3c ). Thus the overall cysteine content was lowered in sequences with deletions. Because of the repetitive nature of the codons within the germline IGHD8-2 and the high mutation load, it is difficult to definitively ascertain whether cysteine positions are altered by the deletions. However, because the mutations can occur internally within IGHD8-2 at positions which encode cysteine, or between cysteines (Figures 3a-c) , it is highly likely that cysteine position alterations occur with some deletion events. To summarize, nucleotide deletions occur with high frequency, with proclivity to internal regions of IGHD8-2 (thus sparing key regions that encode structurally conserved regions), and alter the cysteine content and likely position, thus impacting disulfide bond patterns in the knob.
IGHV1-7 has low somatic variability
While the knob portion of ultralong CDR3 has been documented as a requirement for interaction with a specific antigen, it has yet to be determined whether CDR1 and CDR2 also interact with antigen. 19 Previous structural analysis suggested that these CDR may participate in stabilizing interactions with the ultralong 'stalk' region. 19 For these reasons we speculated that the ultralong CDR3 repertoire may not have the variability of a typical IGH repertoire. To quantify where the variability, and thus potential antigen interaction, was located we performed a Shannon entropy analysis of the IGHV region for all members of the IGHV1 subgroup on deep sequenced heavychain transcripts. Entropy analysis revealed that IGHV1-7 was the only IGHV gene in which significant 'variable' amino acids were not found in either CDR1 or CDR2. This is in contrast to typical antibodies in other species, as well as shorter VH CDR3 antibodies in cows, which show significant variability in their CDR1 and CDR2 (Figure 4, Supplementary Figure 5 ). 51 Entropy analysis was complemented by an analysis of the mutation frequency at the nucleotide level. As expected, for the CDR1 and CDR2, the average frequency of mutation of IGHV1-7 (5.23%) was lower than that of any other IGHV1 subgroup member (5.76% to 9.37%) ( Table 1 ). This decrease in the mutation frequency probably reflects a decrease in the selection process in agreement with the lower nonsynonymous (replacement) mutation observed in the IGHV1-7 CDR1 and CDR2. Thus, based on the mutation pattern and entropy analysis, the CDR1 and CDR2 may not interact with antigen in the majority of VH with ultralong CDR3. 
DISCUSSION
The ultralong VH CDR3 of cattle provide a novel paradigm for creating diversity in immunoglobulins, 19 and have unique importance in being able to broadly neutralize HIV during an immune response. 52 While antibodies of all other wellstudied vertebrates have a traditional structure comprised of a relatively short 5-18 residue CDR3 loop, cattle can encode CDR3 of over 70 amino acids, with crystal structures of five antibodies revealing that they all have a β-ribbon 'stalk' and disulfide bonded 'knob' structure. 19 With such remarkably different structures compared to normal antibodies, the genes encoding these antibodies have features distinct from those of other species. Here we examined the genetic underpinnings of VH with ultralong CDR3, and found (i) a novel germline eightnucleotide duplication in IGHV1-7, enabling the formation of the ascending stalk, (ii) that IGHV1-7 is almost exclusively used in VH with ultralong CDR3, (iii) that SHM diversity in CDR1 and CDR2 is significantly reduced in VH with ultralong CDR3, suggesting that nearly all variability and antigen binding reside in CDR3, and (iv) that a novel deletional mechanism, internal to the IGHD8-2 region, alters loop lengths in CDR3, further diversifying the knob domain. Additionally, shorter CDR3 sequences appear to preferentially use IGHV1-10.
Recently the resequencing of the IGH locus of Bos taurus revealed twelve functional IGHV genes, all of which are members of the IGHV1 subgroup. 28 Within this subgroup a unique V region, IGHV1-7, has an extension at the 3′ end that is shown here to be the result of an internal 8-nucleotide duplication (Figure 1b) . This duplication both extends the length and shifts the reading frame for at least four amino acids, and the resulting extension plays an integral role in the formation of the ascending stalk of ultralong VH CDR3 (≥40 AA). No ultralong CDR3 were observed in which a functional knob was found in the absence of the stalk-initiating TTVHQ (or similar) motif. The importance of this motif to the structure of ultralong CDR3 is evident not only in the high use of IGHV1-7 with a germline encoded TTVHQ motif (Figure 2a ), but also in analogous motifs observed in all but one (N = 863 functional rearrangements) instance of ultralong CDR3 encoding transcripts. The IGHV1-7 gene is nearly exclusively tied to ultralong CDR3 encoding antibodies, being utilized in 97.2% of these sequences. However IGHV1-7 is not exclusively recombined to the long IGHD8-2 region as 9.3% of IGHV1-7 containing transcripts encode a shorter CDR3. In this regard, a defining feature of VH with ultralong CDR3 is the IGVH1-7-IGHD8-2 rearrangement, with IGHD8-2 apparently not often used with other IGHV regions ( Figure 2a ). As expression of the novel stalk and knob regions may require IGHV1-7 and IGHD8-2, respectively, these rearrangements may be the only recombination events which survive and encode an ultralong CDR3.
A surprising finding was that shorter CDR3 sequences also had preferential use of one IGHV region. Unlike ultralong VH CDR3 sequences, which nearly exclusively use IGHV1-7, shorter CDR3 sequences prefer IGHV1-10. As little structural or functional data exist for these shorter CDR3 antibodies, it is unclear why this IGHV region is preferred.
The bovine IGH locus houses only 12 functional and closely related IGHV1 genes, and relies on AID induced mutation of naïve B cells to drive repertoire formation. 19, [28] [29] [30] [31] 49, 53, 54 Of these 12 sequences two, IGHV1-21 and IGHV1-33, are identical at the nucleotide level, while another two, IGHV1-25 and IGHV1-37, would encode identical peptides. A low mutation frequency was observed in the CDR1 and CDR2 of the IGHV1-7 gene expressed in VH with ultralong CDR3, however, massive mutation was present within CDR3, making these regions extremely divergent from the germline IGHD8-2. This contrasts to typical B cells in other species, as well as those bearing a shorter VH CDR3 in cows, which show significant amino acid variability in CDR1 and CDR2 ( Figure 4 , Table 1 ). This supports previous evidence that the knob is the sole antigen recognition site of the VH. CDR1 and CDR2 are posited to play framework-like roles in supporting and stabilizing the stalk, allowing the knob of ultralong CDR3 to carry out binding alone. Across all VH domains analyzed, AIDmediated SHM clearly plays a role in shaping the bovine repertoire. This is evident from the increase in entropy and frequency of both nonsynonymous and synonymous mutation throughout the entirety of the sequences (Figure 4,  Supplementary Figure 4 , Table 1 ). The frequency of mutation and entropy was higher in the CDR than in the framework regions for non-IGHV1-7 transcripts, indicative of these amino acids being important for antigen binding as other amino acids appear to be conserved for structural integrity. Importantly, a novel, potentially AID-catalyzed mechanism for diversification has been discovered that specifically alters the knob of ultralong VH CDR3 through large interior deletions. AID is known to catalyze short insertions and deletions during SHM, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] however not with the frequency or size of deletions reported here. Such deletions could provide considerable diversity within the knob region of ultralong VH CDR3. Most internal deletions necessarily alter the threedimensional placement of cysteines, and thus could play a role in altering disulfide patterns and their associated loops within the knob domain. Furthermore, recent structural analysis revealed that the knob domains have a small three stranded β-sheet at their core, with associated loops between the strands. 18 The loops themselves differ in length and amino acid content. The potential of altering these loop lengths is another mechanism whereby deletions could contribute to diversity of the ultralong VH CDR3.
The IGHD8-2 deletions defined here are likely somatically generated. While longer polymorphic IGHD8-2 genes, encoding up to an additional four codons, have been discovered through genomic sequencing of muscle, no shorter IGHD8-2 polymorphisms have been identified in a non-rearranging cell. 49 Many germline-encoded polymorphic copies of a long IGHD would have to be present on a chromosome to explain the length range covered by the deletions discovered here. Furthermore, previous analysis of deep sequence heavy-chain transcripts revealed that all ultralong VH CDR3 derived from a single IGHD region. 19 The repetitive nature of IGHD8-2 (32.6% of in-frame codons are TAT while 30.6% of codons are GGT), vast number of AID hotspots, and high mutability (ultralong VH CDR3 sequences were found to have an average pairwise identity of 58.8%, Supplementary Figure 6 ), suggests that these events could be attributed to strand slippage events commonly associated with AID activity. 29, 30, 49, 63 The process resulting in the deletions is likely an AID mediated mechanism, furthering the scope of the master enzyme of secondary diversification. Strand slippage is one process that could be attributed to the smaller deletions resulting in a fine tuning of the knob, however strand slippage events are generally restricted to small deletions (up to six nucleotides). 63 Unsuccessful CSR events, known as resection events, resulting in smaller genomic deletions within a switch region, are documented to occur. 50 The mutational load observed in the VH domain is clear evidence for high levels of AID activity within bovine B cells (Table 1) . The deletion events observed in IGHD8-2 could be mechanistically similar to the resection events of a failed class switch, 50 which would allow AID and associated machinery to produce double strand DNA breaks within IGHD8-2 containing CDR3. 39, 64 Recently, Yeap, et al. 55 reported deletions in V-region transgenes as a result of double-strand breaks during SHM. These were mediated by nearby SHM hotspots, which may be analogous to the multiple hotspots in IGHD8-2. The result is the deletion of genomic material in a manner similar to resection events which result in nonproductive CSR. Deletion of interior codons allows all structural components (CPDG and YxYxY/ alternating aromatic amino acids) to be conserved while altering the knob by removal of amino acids and change of the folding pattern. With evidence to support the knob being the sole recognition site of an ultralong VH CDR3, the deletion events would serve to vastly expand the pool of recognizable antigens in a system limited by a relatively low number of V-(D)-J recombination events.
The theory of why the structurally unique ultralong CDR3 antibodies evolved in cattle is of considerable interest. There are at least two broad possibilities underlying the evolution of these antibodies. First, this system may have been selected to provide a mechanism for enhanced diversity in the antibody repertoire. Given the severely limited VDJ segmental diversity at the B. taurus IgH locus, ultralong VH CDR3 antibodies provide greater potential for maximum diversification with relatively little waste. In contrast to a canonical antibody which potentially requires mutations in all six CDRs to alter the paratope, an ultralong VH CDR3 antibody can radically alter its binding surface with few mutations. Indeed, a single mutation to or from cysteine, or a deletion event, could dramatically alter loop structures within the knob. Since a single VDJ event can ultimately produce enormous diversity through SH, this process could allow for more efficient expansion of an antibody repertoire. Thus, it would seem that this novel structure and genetic mechanism evolved in cattle as a way to supplement the poor repertoire diversity available genomically. Second, the novel structure may have evolved in response to specific bovine pathogens. The digestive system of cows utilizes a large rumen compartment with symbiotic microorganisms, including substantial bacteria and protozoa, that serve to digest cellulose and other feedstuff. This unusual antigenic load may have been an immunologic driver for the ultralong VH CDR3 structure. Alternatively, several infectious agents, including retroviruses, naturally infect bovines. Given the broadly neutralizing antibody response that cows can produce to HIV, 1 it stands to reason that a potential evolutionary driver of this novel antibody system could be to enable cross-protective responses against related strains of microorganisms or viruses. While these evolutionary factors are speculative, only two genetic events, the eight-basepair duplication forming IGHV1-7 and the advent of the long IGHD8-2 gene, appear required for forming the entire ultralong VH CDR3 antibody system.
In conclusion, the data reported here describe key immunogenetic properties of ultralong VH CDR3 formation used at the bovine IGH locus and unveil a new mechanism to diversify them. For long, we have understood how CDR3 lengths are shortened by exonuclease activity and elongated by N nucleotide addition in rodent and primate antibody genes. This bovine IGH locus has perhaps evolved extreme mechanisms at the DNA level for the creation of structurally sound projecting microdomains within VH CDR3 and drastic increase of their diversity by internal truncation, altering loop lengths and disulfide patterns. Future work will focus on elucidating all steps involved in truncation events and determining the role that the unique ultralong VH CDR3 B cell subset plays within the bovine immune system.
